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No one likes waiting on a slow winch. The Superwinch 
Talon is one of the fastest on the market today at 62 feet per minute. 

Behind all that speed is a preminum winch engineered for top 
performance when using steel wire cable or synthetic rope. A 100% 
load-holding disc brake combined with planetary gears provide steady 
operation and optimal performance. 
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Ready to take a bite out of any application. The 
Superwinch Tiger Shark brings more to the task - from high powered
motors to stainless steel fittings and hardware. 

Available in steel wire or Dyneema™ synthetic rope in 9,500 or 11,500 

lbs capacity or steel wire in capacites up to a whopping 17,500 lbs. 



Most powerful trailer winch ever. New! Redesigned
from the ground up, the new S continues Superwinch's 
dominance as the only trailer winch manufacturer. Available in 
wire or synthetic rope 

Available in 7,500, 5,500 and 3,500 lbs capacities. 
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World's best powersports winch. It's not a claim
we make lightly and we back it up with stronger motors, beefed up 
drums, strong steel or synthetic rope and an industry-leading 
lifetime warranty. Bottom line: lower amp draw and faster line 
speeds keep Terra at the top of everyone's list. 2,500, 3,500 and 
4,500 capacity. 

Field-tested and proven. You need a winch, not pricey
bells and whistles - and that's just what the powerful LT2000, 3000 and 
4000 LT Serles winches deliver. From durable planetary gears to a 
reliable brake, the LT Series is at home pulling you out of the mud or 
plowing in the snow. 



Have it all. A winch for folks on the move. Goes from car to
snowmachine to ATV to wherever you can dream up next. Comes with 
all the gear you need - pulley, straps, shackles and even a pair of 
gloves. 4,000 lbs capacity and choice of wire or synthetic rope. 

Available with synthetic 
or steel wire cable 

Ready to double-ltne 
with included shackles 

and pulley block 

Stuffed with all vou need 
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UT3000 - small size, big utility. With pull and
turn freespool, the UT3000 is Superwinch's little 
powerhouse. Heavy duty controller and roller fairlead on 
a mount plate make this a great choice for big jobs. 

Solid little winch. The LT2000 is not big on size but
pulls 2,000lbs with ease. Industrial-style remote controls 
power in and power out. Steel cable and pull and turn 
freespool. 

Bui It to last. Our x Series winches feature a capacity
range of 2-40001bs. Aluminum housing and steel gears 
compliment the simple design that stood the test of time. 



Winching? We've got an app for that. unleash the 
power of your winch with our new Superwinch ROAM 
smartphone command system. Using Wi-Fi, we connect 
sensors on your winch to your smartphone for critical winch 
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data monitoring. 

Racers trust Superwinch. Weak AM band wireless remotes � are not part of safe winching. Years of research went into Certus 
Wireless to meet our standards and your expectations. Plug and   
play design makes installation quick and easy.  



 Powersport Winch Mount
Kits Custom built for each make
and model. Superwinch Powersport 
Winch Mounting kits adapt a Super-
winch to your rig. 1 /4" powder-coat-

d steel give you a solid winch mount
ng point. 

Metal hubs. Realibllity meets durability in Superwinch's
locking hubs. Secure engagement and ease of selection make 
Superwinch hubs a favorite with off roaders. 

Can't reach it? Superwinch Synthetic Rope
Extension is the secret winching pro's rely on to 
extend their winch line for added range when you 
need it. Available in lengths of 25', SO', 75' and 100' in
diameters of 1/4", 3/8" and 1/2". 

Kinetic Recovery. Designed for quick extraction for
the military, the Superwinch Kangaroo Kinetic Recovery 
Rope acts like a rubber band transferring energy to a stuck 
vehicle. Available in 20' and 30' versions. 



Winching is more fun with the right gear. 

Superwinch 
ATV Accessory Kit 

Superwinch 
Neoprene Winch Cover 

Covers for ATV, Jeep/Truck and Trailer winches 

Superwinch 
Jeep/Truck Accessory Kit 

Superwinch 
Swing-Away Pulley Blocks 




